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INTRODUCTION
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Excelero delivers high-performance block storage for hyperscale applications: NVMesh features Elastic 
NVMe, a distributed block layer that allows unmodified applications to utilize pooled NVMe storage devices 
across a network at local speeds and latencies. Distributed NVMe storage resources are pooled with the abil-
ity to create arbitrary, dynamic block volumes that can be utilized by any host running the NVMesh block 
client. 

Key in the NVMesh architecture is the intelligent cluster-management layer that manages the life-cycle of an 
already existing data-protection RAID. This paper describes the distributed architecture of NVMesh’s clus-
ter-manager, which enables scaling performance and capacity linearly and limitlessly with the highest resil-
iency and lowest overhead.
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TERMINOLOGY

NVMesh:   Excelero’s Elastic NVMe Distributed Block Storage Software
Configuration:  Includes disks, nodes, and virtual volumes (virtual block devices) layout
Management:   The NVMesh component that generates and maintains the configuration
TOMA:    TOpology-MAnager   The NVMesh cluster-manager, whose primary role is to   
    manage the topology life cycle (disks go down/up, …). Every server that holds  
    disk-drives, runs an instance of TOMA.
Leader:   One of the TOMA instances is chosen as a leader, and only this leader can   
    calculate and distribute new topologies. If the leader dies, a new leader is   
    chosen
pRAID:   Data protection RAID, specifically a RAID1 or a RAID6

Note 1: 
In this paper, we will stick to a 2-way RAID1 (Mirroring). Most of the design and implementation of  the 2-way 
RAID1 is shared with the RAID6 design.

Note 2: 
While this paper provides a brief introduction to NVMesh, it could be helpful to read the general NVMesh 
Technology White Paper as a warm-up: https://staging.excelero.com/resources/technical-white-paper/
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THE NVMESH STORAGE CLUSTER MANAGER 

The NVMesh Storage Cluster Manager is named Topology Manager (TOMA). TOMA comes bundled with the 
target module and runs on the same hardware elements, executes in user-space. It provides volume control 
plane functionality. It tracks the liveliness of drives and of other storage target modules to enable seamless 
volume activity upon element failure. Upon recognizing a failure, the topology manager performs the actions 
required to ensure data consistency. It also manages and engages in recovery operations upon element 
resumption or introduction of a replacement element. One of the TOMA instances is chosen as a leader, and 
only this leader can calculate and distribute new topologies. If the leader dies, a new leader is chosen.

PERFORMANCE HIGHLIGHTS

The core of the NVMesh architecture is our patented RDDA protocol where all I/O that leaves the client 
machine travels all the way to the remote machine’s disk without involving the server’s CPU. No matter how 
you measure the performance of NVMesh, you always get good results. When comparing performance 
between a local NVMe drive and a remote drive accessed through NVMesh, you’ll find that NVMEsh delivers 
the same IOPS and Bandwidth, and only adds +5μs latency. 

From here NVMesh scales quite linearly, and almost always hits the theoretic hardware limitations, namely 
the total throughput of the NVMe drives, and the network speed of a fast Infiniband network. For example, 
our customer NASA used a setup of 128 servers, that were used both as clients, and as hosts for one drive 
each. When testing performance they reached the NVMe drives maximum write throughput, totaling 140 
GB/s.

NVMesh can also work using TCP/IP instead of RDMA, and depending on the setup, a slowdown of 1x-4x 
was measured. Naturally, the drawback of using TCP is that it uses the CPU of the server.

DESIGN CONSTRAINTS
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TOMA provides volume control plane functionality. TOMA was designed to function in NVMesh environments 
where every node can hold disks, and once it runs the NVMesh software it should function well. 

These are the key constraints that affect TOMA:
Disks can be unexpectedly hot-unplugged and then hot-plugged on a different server.
Persistent metadata is stored only on the data disks, so that when disks are moved between nodes, or 
even between domains, they carry all of their essential data and metadata with them.

1.
2.
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There is no clock synchronization (time & speed) between TOMAs, their clients, and the management.
Any communication line can break or become unidirectional at any time. If possible, we will switch to 
a different communication line, and if not, the mal-functioning object, be it a disk, or a node, is consid-
ered dead until further notice, and the affected pRAIDs switch to degraded mode.
Any TOMA might die at any moment, specifically the leader might change.
TOMA-induced changes do not interrupt I/O.
The server is blind to datapath activity
 TOMA can not instruct the server to intercept, redirect or modify a specific client’s I/O. At best  
 it can completely cut-off a client.
 All of the I/O logic (specifically the RAID implementation) is run on the client side.
There are multiple readers, writers, disks, servers and volumes, and none of those entities is superior 
to its peers. They can all fail, and should only affect their proximity.
A single central management application (with redundancy) is used to manage the changes to the con-
figuration. If the management is not available, all the I/O and topology changes continue as usual.
Use CPU resources only to implement topology changes. Standard I/O should consume zero CPU 
cycles.

DESIGN PRINCIPLES

In order to increase the scalability and resiliency of TOMA, we abstracted several design principles:
The TOMA ⇔ client relationships are private per TOMA.
Locks and stale-locks recovery are private per TOMA. There is no communication whatsoever between 
TOMAs regarding specific connected clients, their disconnections, the stale-locks that they left 
behind, and stale-locks recoveries.
A client registers on all the pRAID’s disks before I/O with a lock-id. The client is obliged to use the 
same lock-id on all the pRAID’s disks. Other clients use this fact to identify stale-locks of a specific 
client’s session on different nodes, and recover them properly.
Only clients do I/O. TOMA uses the local client to rebuild a disk or parts of a disk.
Avoid I/O interruptions using soft transitions between topologies as much as possible.
Only one TOMA, namely the elected leader, calculates and distributes topologies.
The leader is basing the topologies on heartbeat replies and a lack of them.
The leader might decide that a node is down, while in reality it is alive, kicking, and clients are access-
ing it. There should be no data corruption.
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Currently NVMesh supports hundreds to many thousands of entities (servers, drives, clients). Our TOMA 
design objective is to support virtually any number of servers (and drives). The rest of the system will also 
scale well, but probably not infinitely.

SCALABILITY

CLUSTER MANAGER TECHNOLOGY HIGHLIGHTS

Users can define Volumes using the management software: it is aware of the available disks (based on 
reports from TOMA), and decides how to allocate the volumes on those disks. This is the configuration, and 
it tends not to change much once a volume is defined.
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RAID is defined over ranges of disks’ blocks, and we call those ranges disk-segments. For this paper there 
is no added value in talking about disk-segments, so we will stick to full-disks. Furthermore, we will only care 
about data-protection-RAIDs (pRAID), and ignore the striping layers, such as the RAID0 in RAID1+0. 

Each pRAID has a life-cycle of its own that depends on the states of its disks. The life-cycles of different 
pRAIDs that make a volume are completely unrelated, and this limits the scope of every pRAID to very few 
disks. This is key to the scalability of the solution.

RAID

A topology describes the current state of the pRAID’s disks. There are 3 primary topologies, and several 
other interim short-lived topologies.

The primary topologies are:
Normal - (R/W/L, R/W/L) - Clients use both disks for Read, Write, and Lock, 
where Read and Lock are interleaved (for balancing)
Degraded - (R/W/L, DEAD) - Only the LHS disk is used
Rebuild - (R/W/L, W) - When writing, clients write to both disks

TOPOLOGY

WHITE PAPERA DATA PATH BLIND, DISTRIBUTED STORAGE CLUSTER MANAGER
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RAFT & LEADER

The topologies changes (per pRAID) are calculated by a single TOMA. This TOMA is elected using a variant 
of the Raft consensus algorithm, and it is called the leader. The configuration dictates the list of nodes that 
take part in the raft domain. Any TOMA might propose itself to be the leader at any time, and leadership 
changes, by themselves, do not generate topology changes or I/O interruptions. Naturally, only a TOMA that 
can continue where the previous leader left-off can be elected as the leader, and as a result, the leader 
changes never involve data (topology) loss.

The leader sends periodic heartbeat messages to its followers, and they reply. Other than the Raft leader 
election messages, the heartbeat messages are the only messages that run between TOMAs. The leader’s 
topology is piggybacked on the heartbeat messages, and the follower’s disks’ states are piggy-backed on 
the heartbeat replies.

For correctness, future topology calculation must be based on the current topology, and therefore we do not 
want to apply a topology on any of the TOMAs and/or their clients too early. In order to achieve continuity, 
we use a two-phase-commit. First the leader distributes a topology to its followers, and waits until a majority 
of them commit to it (by saving it in their persistence). Next, the leader will instruct all the followers to apply 
this topology. This way, even if all the TOMAs crash, on the next Raft elections, any majority of TOMAs that 
will select the next leader, will include at least one TOMA that committed to the spoken topology, and this 
topology will be used as a starting point for the chosen leader.

TOMA TASKS
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The TOMA is run on every server node (nodes that hold storage disk drives), and it serves several purposes:

Calculate, distribute, store and apply topology changes
Enforce the topology changes on the clients
Launch recoveries
  Due to clients’ disconnection in the midst of write
  Due to lost writes (when a disk was dead, topology-wise)
Report to the management (inventory, status, recovery-progress)
Manage the disks’ life cycles (discovery, format, zero, bootstrap, shutdown, state persistence)

1.
2.
3.
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An NVMesh disk comprises 3 storage zones:
 The disk’s blocks
  The actual data
  TOMA’s metadata
 An array of locks (in standard RAM)
  Clients access this array to lock/unlock/test before and/or after every I/O
  TOMA can mark a specific lock as stale following a client disconnect
 An array of dirty-bits (in standard RAM)
  A dirty-bit is turned on when a client writes to only one of the mirrors of a pRAID’s block (in   
  degraded mode)
  A dirty-bit is turned off when a client writes to both mirrors of a pRAID’s block

LOCKS & DIRTY-BITS

A client that works on a pRAID quickly accesses the 
RAM locks and dirty-bits (usually using RDMA, or even 
a piggy-back on the data transaction), before or after 
the actual R/W to the disk’s block (usually using 
RDDA).

On shutdown, the RAM arrays are stored on the disk, 
and on startup, the leader might instruct a TOMA to 
restore them from the disk. If the system suddenly 
crashed and did not save those arrays, then on start-
up, the leader will instruct the TOMAs to initialize 
those arrays assuming the worst. E.g., if we were in 
normal mode when the system crashed, then no 
dirty-bits are turned on, but all the locks will be initial-
ized to stale-suspects.

In any case, locks, stale locks and their recovery are managed by each TOMA separately. They are not part 
of the topology, and are never communicated to the leader. Dirty-bits on the other hand are the core of the 
topology. Here too, the state of specific blocks’ dirty-bits are never communicated to the leader, but the 
topology does dictate whether to turn dirty-bits on or off, and whether to run a cycle of dirty-bits rebuild.

DIRTY-BITS LOCKS DISK
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The leader calculates and distributes topologies to its followers, and collects their replies. The replies con-
sist of the follower’s disks’ status, and naturally, a lack of reply is also very meaningful. Once the leader 
decides that it is time to calculate a new topology, it starts with the latest committed topology, and using the 
status as received from the followers calculates the next topology. Note that the calculation of the next topol-
ogy is history-less in the sense that it is based only on the last topology and the latest disks’ states. In any 
case, topologies are calculated only based on the status of the relevant disks as reported by their TOMAs, 
and not on clients’ activities and complaints.
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Every server node also runs a local client, but most clients reside on external machines. As mentioned earlier, 
clients that use the excelero RDDA technology, write directly to the server’s disks, completely bypassing the 
server’s CPU, and this implies that the server’s code cannot intercept specific I/Os, so there is no way to 
block, or redirect, or modify an I/O on the server side. In order to have control over the clients, the require-
ment is that a client has to register with the disk’s TOMA, and this implies that TOMA is aware of the clients 
that are eligible to access the disk’s blocks and memory arrays. TOMA notifies those clients about topology 
changes, and if a client seems to be non-responsive, and holds-back the topology change progress, TOMA 
can instruct the server to cut-off that client.

INTERACTION WITH CLIENTS

TOPOLOGY GAPS (BETWEEN TOMAS AND BETWEEN CLIENTS)

There is no way to guarantee that all the TOMAs and all their clients receive and apply a new topology at the 
exact same time. To allow some time for the transition, the next topology is calculated such that it can co-ex-
ist with the current topology. During the transition period, I/O keeps going, and data consistency is main-
tained. Every TOMA applies the new topology at its own time, and then tells its clients to switch to the new 
topology at their own time. The leader will wait until all the involved disks (represented by their TOMAs) are 
done synchronizing their clients, and only then will it calculate the next topology.

TOPOLOGY CALCULATIONS

WHITE PAPERA DATA PATH BLIND, DISTRIBUTED STORAGE CLUSTER MANAGER
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The first step is to initialize the pRAID. As always, the leader distributes a topology and this first topology 
tells the pRAID disks how to initialize their state. The dead disk’s TOMA first needs to make sure that there 
is no I/O in flight. I.e., no clients are registered on the disk with this TOMA, and that there are no unfinished 
I/O commands in the networking or drive pipelines. Next it needs to clear its dirty-bits and locks arrays (in 
RAM), and once done, it will tell the leader that it applied the initialization (as instructed in the topology).

As for the surviving R/W/L disk, it remains alive and open to I/O, and its locks and dirty-bits are perfectly 
valid. However, if the dead disk was replaced with a new disk, the surviving disk is also required to make 
changes to its memory arrays, and turn on all the dirty-bits (in RAM).

(R/W/L, DEAD) → (R/W/L, W) INIT

Now that the previously-dead disk is initialized, we can start involving the clients. The first step towards 
“normality” it to instruct all the clients to write to both disks (as in normal state). Once the leader is notified 
that all the relevant pRAID’s TOMAs are done with the initialization, it distributes a new topology where the 
disks are (R/W/L, W). It is known that no clients are registered on the previously-dead disk, so it is the role 
of the R/W/L disk’s TOMA to make sure that all the active pRAID’s clients switch to this new topology. This 
TOMA sends a SWITCH_TOPO message to all its clients, and they start issuing new I/O commands using this 
new topology. A client that has no I/Os in the air with the previous topology sends an ACK to TOMA, and once 
this TOMA received the last ACK it notifies the leader that all of its clients are fully synchronized.

A client that writes a block to both disks will clear the dirty-bit of this block, and a client that wants to read 
from a “dirty” block (from the R/W/L disk) has to first copy the block to the W disk, and only then complete 
the read.

(R/W/L, W) INIT → (R/W/L, W)

THE TOPOLOGIES CHAIN FROM DEAD (DISK) TO NORMAL

Below, we will describe the chain of topologies that consist the revival of a dead disk. We start with a disk 
that was dead topology-wise, i.e., it was dead from the leader’s point of view. Naturally, the leader already 
distributed a topology where this disk was dead. Next the leader receives a heartbeat reply, carrying the 
information that the disk is alive. The leader cannot trust that the disk was really down, as it might have been 
marked as dead due to a network issue, or a busy CPU. In order to fully revive that disk, the leader will gener-
ate and distribute a sequence of topologies, and barriers in between them, with appointed synchronizers. 
The end result of applying this chain of topologies is that the disk is back to normal state, with the I/O unin-
terrupted throughout this process.

WHITE PAPERA DATA PATH BLIND, DISTRIBUTED STORAGE CLUSTER MANAGER
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Once the leader is certain that every I/O write command writes to both disks, it sends a “rebuild” topology. 
From the client point of view, it is still the same (R/W/L, W) topology, but for the R/W/L TOMA it means that 
it needs to run a dirty-bits rebuild. The R/W/L disk’s TOMA has the array of dirty-bits in memory, and the valid 
blocks on its disk, so now, it can scan the dirty bits array, and for every dirty block copy it to the W disk. In 
reality, TOMA appoints the local client to be the recoverer, since the client has all the logic to access the 
disks properly (it is much more complicated for RAID6). The recoverer-client copies all the dirty blocks, and 
clears their associated dirty bits. It also copies stale-locks (RAM � RAM). 

Note that a single pass over the disk’s block would suffice since all the clients are already obliged to write 
to both copies. Any client that makes an occasional read/write to a block during the recovery pass, also 
recovers that block. As always, once this one cycle of rebuild is complete successfully, the leader is notified.

(R/W/L, W) →  (R/W/L, W) RECOVERED

WHITE PAPERA DATA PATH BLIND, DISTRIBUTED STORAGE CLUSTER MANAGER

At this point disks-wise all is good, and both disks hold the same data (or a lock is held). Now we need to 
transition the pRAID to normal state where all the clients read and lock blocks (interleaved) on both disks as 
usual. Once again, I/O is not to be interrupted.

WHERE DO WE STAND?

Once the leader is notified that the recoverer TOMA finished its work, it distributes a new topology of (R/W/L, 
W/L). This topology implies that a client needs to first lock on the LHS disk, and then lock on the RHS disk. 
The topology also signifies that clients should ignore dirty-bits altogether. The TOMAs that receive this topol-
ogy tell their clients to switch to this topology, and once all the clients approve that they have no I/Os in flight 
with the previous topology, the leader is notified that the transition is complete. The leader waits until all the 
clients complete the transition to dual-lock.

RECOVERED → DUAL LOCK

The leader distributes a new topology. This topology implies that everything is back to normal, i.e., (R/W/L, 
R/W/L) interleaved. As always, the TOMAs ask their clients to switch to the new topology, and once the 
switch is done, report to the leader.
In reality, there is yet another interim short-lived Normal-Unsafe topology before the Normal topology, where 
clients need to lock also before reading (or recovering) a block from the RHS disk.

DUAL LOCK → NORMAL
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CONCLUSION

New-generation flash media, such as NVMe have moved the bar on storage latency. But the real challenge is 
to share NVMe across the network, deploy NVMe at scale with the same low latency as when used locally. 
This cannot be done with traditional controller-based architectures as those can only do low levels of IO 
processing before their bottleneck-design slows down, increases latency and eventually tops out.

NVMesh features Elastic NVMe, a distributed block layer that allows unmodified applications to utilize pooled 
NVMe storage devices across a network at local speeds and latencies. Distributed NVMe storage resources 
are pooled with the ability to create arbitrary, dynamic block volumes that can be utilized by any host running 
the NVMesh block client. 

By deploying NVMe as in-server flash in a distributed, shared-nothing architecture, IO processing does not 
suffer traditional controller limitations: as you scale devices and network bandwidth, you linearly scale 
performance. Applications benefit from the low-latency of NVMe in a scale-out fashion, leveraging standard 
networking or new-generation networking such as RDMA for ultra-low latency.

In this paper, we have shown how one can build an ultra-scalable, high-performance storage system by 
distributing responsibilities in a cooperative manner with seamless transitions, with minimal IO stoppage, 
between system states.
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